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Abstract 
A shrouded blade was designed as a test case for flutter analysis of steam turbine. Flutter is a self-excited 
vibration. It can lead to dramatic blade loss and high-cycle fatigue. Shrouded blade is more complicated on 
flutter analysis, because the mode shapes are more complex with bending and torsion components at 
different phases. Moreover, the blade mode shape and frequency also vary with nodal diameter. Lack of 
open resource of shrouded blade, there were less researches about shrouded blade test case on flutter. The 
initial blade geometry was from Di Qi’s 3D free standing blade test case.  The material of the blade is 
Titanium.  

The aim of current study is to design a 3D test case for realistic shrouded blade flutter analysis. The geometry 
of the proposed shrouded blade test case was fully described in this thesis report. ANSYS ICEM was used 
for presenting the geometry and generating mesh. ANSYS APDL was used for structural analysis. 
Parameters of shroud parts were based on literature reviews and engineers’ general suggestions. The mode 
shapes for the first family of modes were calculated and reported. 
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Sammanfattning  

Ett höljeblad utformades som ett testfall för fladderanalys av ångturbin. Flutter är en självupphetsad 

vibration. Det kan leda till dramatisk bladförlust och högcykelutmattning. Höljeblad är mer komplicerat 

vid fladderanalys, eftersom modeformerna är mer komplexa med böjnings- och torsionskomponenter i 

olika faser. Dessutom varierar bladformsformen och frekvensen också med noddiameter. Brist på öppen 

resurs av höljet blad, det fanns mindre undersökningar om höljet blad test fall på flutter. Den ursprungliga 

bladgeometrin var från Di Qis 3D frittstående bladprovfall. Bladets material är titan. 

Syftet med den aktuella studien är att designa ett 3D-testfall för realistisk hävd bladflöjtsanalys. Geometrin 

hos det föreslagna höljet av bladsprov beskrivs fullständigt i denna avhandlingsrapport. ANSYS ICEM 

användes för att presentera geometrin och det genererande nätet. ANSYS APDL användes för strukturell 

analys. Parametrar av höljesdelar baserades på litteraturrecensioner och ingenjörers allmänna förslag. 

Modeshistorierna för den första familjen av lägen beräknades och rapporterades. 

 

Nyckelord: höljet, fladdret, hot-to-cold, CFD 
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Nomenclature  
Latin Symbols  

A inclination angle to the tangential center line 
C aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix 
F_aero aerodynamic forces 
G structural damping 
H radial depth of the shroud �shroud thickness� 
i  blade index 
k stiffness 
K structural damping 

 M mass 
N number of blade 
ND nodal diameter 
!" the structural modal  
!"#f% modal force on blade i 
W width of the shroud 
x modal coordinates vector 
&% modal coordinate 

 

Greek Symbols  

α� mode phase angle 
β contact angle 
ω� the aeroelastic eigenvalue (complex) 

 

Abbreviations  

3D three dimensional 

APDL ANSYS Parametric Design Language 

CFD computational fluid dynamics 

FEA Finite Element Analysis 

FEM Finite Element Method 

IBPA Interblade phase angle 

LUFT Linearized Unsteady Flow solver for Turbomachinery 

TWM Travelling Wave Mode 
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1 Introduction  
This chapter gives a background of this topic and short overview of the flutter phenomenon and shrouded 
blade of steam turbine. Previous work on free standing steam turbine flutter test case and shrouded blade 
researches were presented. 

1.1 Background 
Steam turbine is a machine that converts thermal energy from pressurized steam to mechanical energy.  By 
using various thermal sources, such as coal, nuclear, and renewables, steam turbines make up about 80% of 
the electric power in the world. It plays a really important role on electricity production. Steam turbines 
always have low pressure section and high pressure section, and some of them have intergrade pressure 
section. It is said that low pressure section can produce 50% power of the steam turbine production.   

The row of last-stage blades (LSBs) in a steam turbine’s low pressure section is a key element of the 
turbine design. It not only decides the overall performance, and casing number, but also is a really 
dangerous part of steam turbine. The specific volume of steam in the low pressure section is relatively 
bigger, and the steam volume is lager. The changes between rows are huge.  The diameter of rows in low 
pressure section changes sharply. And the last stage blade is the longest blade of the steam turbine, that 
means its low structural frequency is susceptible to flutter (Paul Petrie-Repar 2014).  Flutter is self-
excitation vibration and it is a considerable risk of steam turbine failure. Many manufactures worry about 
flutter of steam turbine (Stüer et al 2008). And the last stage of steam turbine has caused blade root 
cracking due to flutter (Masserey et al 2012). 

 

Figure 1 Steam turbine blades 
Shrouded blade is designed for adjusting the natural frequency and reducing the tip leakage. However, 
shrouded blade is more complicated on flutter analysis, because the mode shapes are more complex with 
bending and torsion components at different phases. Moreover, the blade mode shape and frequency also 
vary with nodal diameter. Many manufactories implement shroud blade, but there is no literature one. There 
is demand for designing a shroud blade test case for flutter analysis. 

The aim of the master thesis is to design a three dimensional (3D) test case of steam turbine shroud blade 
for flutter analysis. Structural analysis was done. 
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1.2 Flutter 

1.2.1 Flutter fundamentals 

Flutter is one of most common vibration problems that trouble the designers. It can lead to large loss and 
high-cycle fatigue. Flutter is a self-excited vibration from structural and aeroelastic vibration (Paul Petrie-
Repar 2014). There is a balance among inertial forces, elastic forces, and aerodynamic forces (Figure 2) . 
When the balance is interrupted, unsteady work happens. One of them is flutter.  

 

Figure 2 Collar's triangle of force 
 

Campbell diagram (Figure 3) is a diagram represents rotor speed versus vibration frequency. Flutter 
happens at the point where rotor speed meets the blade mode line.  

 

Figure 3 Campbell diagram 
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1.2.2 Flutter analysis method  

There are four methods for flutter predictions (Srinivasan A. V. 1998).  

• First is based on direct numerical simulation of coupled blade-flow system. The advantage of this 
method is that both flutter regimes and limit cycle amplitude can be obtained. However, it is time 
consuming.  

• The second method is using eigenfrequency, which is also the most common one. 

Flutter is one of aeroelastic phenomenon. And the motion for a structure in moving air can be explained in 
equation (1) 

 M* + ,* + -* = /0123 (1) 

 

Where, M: mass 

D: structural damping 

K: stiffness matrixes 

x: modal coordinates vector (eigen vector) 

/0123: aerodynamic forces 

The left side of equation (1) is structural forces, and the right side is aerodynamic force. Aerodynamic force 
consists of damping force, from the interaction between blade itself and flow, and external forces. Equation 
(1) is time domain. However, time-domain method is really time-consuming. It runs simulation for at lrast 
six cycles that have at least 40 steps.  For easy analysis, it is converted into frequency domain in equation 
(2). Frequency-domain method uses linearized flow solvers. The linear flow assumption has been proven 
reasonable experimentally and numerically. In this method, flutter risk is calculated by unsteady flow at 
structural frequency since it is the only frequency that does work for vibration at that frequency. 

 [−Mω6 + ,ωι + -]9 = /0123 2  

  

Where, x t = 9<=>? and /0123 t = /<=>? 

For finite element method (FEM) modal analysis, the aerodynamic force can be assumed as zero. Also the 
structural damping can be neglected. FEM is used for multi-degree of freedom. The number of natural 
frequencies equals to the number of degree of freedom. Besides, each natural frequency has a mode shape. 
So the equation (2) can be rewritten as equation (3) 

 [−Mω6 + -]9 = 0 3  

 

Equation (3) divides modal mass and set one degree of freedom to get equation (4)  

 −ω6 + ωA6 &% = !"#f% (4) 

 B = &%!" (5) 

   

where, &% : modal coordinate 

!": the structural modal  

!"#f% : modal force on blade i 
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 !"#f% = CA& + CDE&DE + CE&E + ⋯ (6) 

   

To get flutter analysis, eigenmodes are used. The assumption is that external forces are zero. Then the 
eigenmodes of aeroelastic system can be obtained by equation (7) and equation (8) 

 −G6 + GA6 HI = JI (7) 

 (GA6H − J − G6H)I = 0 (8) 

 

where,	ω6H: matrix eigen value 

G: the aeroelastic eigenvalue (complex) 

C: aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix 

 ω = ωN(1 + PQ) (9) 

 

If Q<0, flutter happens. 

The eigenmodes ar : 

 
R% = exp

P2VW,X
W

 
(10) 

 
Y =

2VW,
W

 
(11) 

where, i : blade index  

ND: nodal diameter 

σ: interblade phase angle (IBPA) 

N: number of blade 

Flutter analysis is annular not for a single blade. Because the unsteady work from interaction of neighbor 
blades and blade itself. One common method to determine the eigenmodes is Travelling Wave Mode 
(TWM). Assumptions of TWM are tuned blades, one degree of freedom, and unsteady flow perturbations 
are linear with blade vibration. For one travelling wave mode, all blades of a blade row oscillate at the same 
mode and frequency. TWM represents the most unstable situation from an aeroelastic point of view. When 
nodal diameter ND>0, it is forward travelling wave. When nodal diameter ND<0, it is backward travelling 
wave. The aerodynamic influence coefficient can be calculated directly by CFD. By solving the eigen 
problem, it is visible to get flutter analysis. 

Any sustained cyclic load will produce a harmonic response in a structural system. Harmonic response 
analysis helps predict the structural dynamic behavior by solving equation (1) for linear structures (Erke 
Wang et al 2002). Harmonic response analysis assists designers to avoid resonance and fatigue to some 
degree. The eigenvalues of the harmonic result are complex. The real vibration of the blade is the 
combination of real part and imaginary part. These two parts have 90° phase difference.  The real part of 
the frequency is the “observed” vibration frequency and the imaginary part is proportional to the damping 

• The third method is named “energy”. This method is based on calculation of the work done by the 
gas forces on displacements of elastic blade oscillating in natural mode over one cycle of oscillation.  

There is non-dimensional aerodynamic damping defined for flutter analysis (Di Qi 2017): 
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Ξ =

−\0123
V]^6C6_`aN

 
(12) 

 

Where, \0123: unsteady work per cycle, 

b: blade height, 

^ = bcde
f

,  

ℎh0i : the maximum blade displacement, 

c: the chord at the mid-span 

pjkl: the average relative total at the inlet minus the average static pressure at the inlet 

When the aerodynamic damping is negative the system is unstable. 

The procedure od energy method is firstly assuming aeroelastic modes as TWM. Then examine each TWM 
separately. Get structural mode shape. Get unsteady flow pressure by CFD for each TWM. Finally, decide 
the work by unsteady pressure on mode shape. If the work is positive, that means here is energy added into 
the blade, which may lead to flutter. 

This method provides acceptable results if the natural mode shapes are in vacuum and in flow are similar, 
which is almost always true, except for hollow blades (Srinivasan A. V. 1998).  

• The final method is based on results of analysis and synthesis of practical experience of flutter 
occurrence of gas-turbine. 

1.3 Shrouded blade 
Shrouded blade (Figure 4) has its structural advantages so that many manufactories apply it. Likewise, the 
manufactories have done researches about the shrouded blade almost on how it improves damping. 

 
Figure 4 Shrouded blades 
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1.3.1 Advantages of Shrouded Blade 

• For free standing blade, there are gaps between the tip and casing, which means leakage would happen 
and the loss would be produced. Adding a shroud around the blade ensures a better seal. And this 
could increase aerodynamic efficiency (L. Porreca.et al. 2008). 

• The blade vibrates due to the flow, and the contact face of shroud collides each other, which could 
produce damping. This motion reduces amplitude and adjusts the frequency. So it is one of the method 
to control frequency.  

• Due to centrifugal force, the shrouds come into contact. And chances are that the rigidity of the entire 
blade structure increases. In all low-order modes near the rated rotational speed, resonance is avoided 
(Jan Hlous et al 2015). 

1.4 Previous work 

1.4.1 Free standing blade test case 

Di Qi (Di Qi et al 2017) has established a 3D steam turbine test case. The test case was firstly applied by 
Durham University in the simulation of exhaust hood flows  which is available online at 
www.dur.ac.uk/ecs/researcher/techreports/ . At Di’s case, the turbine stage is composed of the stator, 
rotor and diffuser. A schematic figure of the stage is shown in Figure 5.   
The rotor rotates at 3000 RPM and the blade length is 920 mm. The average inlet flow conditions are total 
pressure 27 kPa and total temperature 340 K, and the average isentropic exit Mach number is 1.12.  These 
conditions are typical for the last stage of steam turbines. The average static pressure at the exit of the 
diffuser is 8800 Pa. The flow is transonic at the tip region and the stagger angle at the tip is high (67 degrees). 
The geometry and flow conditions are similar to those of a modern last stage steam turbine.  
 

 
Figure 5 3D steam turbine test case from Di Qi 

A flutter analysis has been performed for the free standing blade case and the results have been presented 
at the 12th European Turbomachinery Conference in April 2017 (Di Qi et al. 2017). They used energy 
method to make flutter analysis. The curve of aerodynamic damping versus interblade phase angle for the 
free standing case is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 Damping versus interblade phase angle 

The IBPA -90° was closest to the least stable mode. They used CFX and LUFT (Linearized Unsteady Flow 
solver for Turbomachinery) for analysis. The results on pressure side of two methods showed in agreement. 
However, some differences happened at suction side.  

1.4.2 Shrouded blade design 

• Westinghouse ‘Z-LOCK’ (Wu-Yangtseng 1973) 
Westinghouse used NARSTRAN to calculate how this structure reduces untwist. And the result showed 
this structure had good effect on untwist and also influenced natural frequency. Contact surface of the 
shroud was vertical to axis. The geometry is shown in Figure 7.  

 

 
Figure 7 Shroud design from Westinghouse 
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• GEC/ALSTHOM (Xinyi Li et al 1996) 

GEC/ALSTHOM tried this kind of shroud structure (Figure 8). The contact surface was at an angle to 
axis. That means the contact area was bigger which could produce more friction force. 

 

 
Figure 8 Shroud design from GEC/ALSTHOM 

 

• ALSTHOM (Xinyi Li et al 1996) 

ALSTHOM designed a pre-twist blade with shroud as shown in Figure 9 below (BBC, KWU, XTT3, and 
WH also had similar structure). Under static fitting preload F, torque (F*h) was produced and the blade had 
initial elastic torsional deformation. And the contact force would increase so that the blade had proper 
clamping force when twisting. Meanwhile, the untwist helped the shroud contacted tightly and interlocked, 
which could influence the blade frequency.  

This kind of shroud blade made blades interlocked axially and tangentially. It could improve the structure 
rigidity, increase natural frequency, reduce excitation, and reduce dynamic stress. Besides, the damping on 
the contact surface reduced dynamic stress as well.  

 

Figure 9 Shroud design from ALSTHOM  
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• Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (Xinyi Li et al 1996) 

At 1960’s Mitsubishi Heavy Industries implicated damping connection at their new last blade (Figure 10). It 
was similar to GEC/ALSTHOM. Several blades were welded as a set. When static, sets were separate. When 
rotating, sets contacted to neighbors by twist. This structure had positive damping. 

 
Figure 10  Shroud design from Mitubish Heavy Industries 

 

• Harbin Turbine Company Limited (Lihong Zhou et al 1992) 

Harbin Turbine Company is one of the fourth turbine companies at China. It designed parallelogram 
shroud(Figure 11). Harbin Turbine Company approved that parallegram shroud had such advantages: It 
had large rigidity in axial direction. With nodal diameter increasing, the natural frequency increased fast, 
which was good for avoiding 3-coincide point resonance at low nodal diameter. The contact surface area 
was relatively big, and the friction was small under specific clamping force. Gap was permitted so that it was 
easy for installation.  

 
Figure 11 Shroud design from Harbin Turbine Company 

 

• Trapezoidal shape, W shape, V shape and Z shape  Luping Li et al 2004  

Li Luping researched several different shroud blades for damping. They were trapezoidal shaped (Figure 
12) , W shaped (	�! �������), V shaped (Figure 14), and Z shaped (Figure 15) shroud 
structure. 

The result showed Z shaped shroud fracture had more advantages on damping coefficient and friction 
damping structure.  
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Figure 12 Trapezoidal shaped shroud structure 

 
Figure 13  W shaped shroud structure 

 

 
Figure 14 V shaped shroud structure 

 
Figure 15  Z shaped shroud structure 

 

1.5 Work presented in this thesis 
LSBs in low pressure steam turbine is such important that the flutter prediction and analysis are deserved. 
A 3D steam turbine test case on flutter has been done by Di Qi based on Durham University’s model. The 
geometry and flow conditions were similar to those of a modern last stage steam turbine. Energy method 
was used in her case for flutter analysis.   
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There were less researches about shrouded blade test case on flutter. Shrouded blade is more complicated 
on flutter analysis, because the mode shapes are more complex with bending and torsion components at 
different phases. Moreover, the blade mode shape and frequency also vary with nodal diameter. The aim of 
this thesis is to establish a shrouded blade test case on flutter analysis. A 3D test case for realistic shrouded 
blade would be designed in this thesis. The blade geometry was based on Di Qi’s 3D free standing blade 
test case.   

Meanwhile, according to previous reviews, there were many researches about how the shroud part geometry 
influenced the damping. Z shaped shroud structure was chosen in this thesis, because it was more common 
and has better comprehensive performance. Some specific typical parameters for shroud design were 
decided due to experienced engineers’ suggestions. The material of the blade is Titanium. The geometry of 
the proposed shrouded blade test case was fully described in Chapter 2.  

ANSYS was main tool used in this thesis. ICEM was used for presenting the geometry and generating mesh. 
ANSYS APDL was used for structural analysis. The mode shapes for the first family of modes were 
calculated and reported. When nodal diameter increases, the maximum displacement moved from the 
shroud to the middle blade gradually. A rough hot-to-cold geometry transformation was done. The 
comparison of near tip area profile deformation of hot geometry and cold geometry was done in Chapter 3. 
There was no big difference of these two geometries. And the shrouded blade in this case helped to reduce 
the natural frequency of the system.  

Due to time limitation, only shroud part design and structural analysis were done. More about flutter analysis 
on this shrouded blade is waiting for future research.  
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2 Description of shrouded blade test case  
This chapter introduces the numerical methods used in this case. Parameters of designed shrouded blade is 
indicated, and the concept of hot-to-cold method is presented. 

2.1 Numerical tools  
ANSYS 17.0 series software were used for numerical modeling and analysis. ANSYS ICEM is software for 
mesh generation. Points, curves and surfaces can be created in ICEM. In addition, Build Topology is a 
special function for ICEM. Topology can be built for all visible parts. This function creates a series of curves 
and points from surface edges and corners depending on the proximity of the surface edges to each other 
(ANSYS). It simply joins entities within the tolerance. The designed geometry of shroud was created directly 
by ICEM.  

Most CFD tools, like ANSYS FLUENT, ANSYS CFX, and Start CCM+, etc. are matched with unstructured 
mesh. In this case, the shrouded blade used unstructured mesh.  

ANSYS APDL is software used for Finite Element Analysis (FEA).  APDL is the abbreviation of ANSYS 
Parametric Design Language. It allows users to parameterize model by scripting. APDL is really useful for 
users to input model dimensions, material properties and perform mathematical calculations among 
parameters whatever vectors or matrix. APDL has a large range on analysis from a simple, linear static 
analysis to a complex, nonlinear, transient dynamic analysis (ANSYS Mechanical APDL Basic Analysis 
Guide). The process for a typical analysis in ANYSY APDL has three steps. ANSYS APDL also has 
function of creating geometry and mesh, meanwhile it is the first step for APDL as building modeling, 
however in this case, just imported the well-done geometry and mesh from ANSYS ICEM. Then apply 
loads on the model and obtain solution. Finally, retrieve the results. Loads in this case were constrains from 
the blade bottom, centrifugal force, thermal force, and clamping forces from shroud contact surfaces. 
Clamping forces were input by setting cyclic condition (periodic boundary condition). Because of centrifugal 
force, the natural frequency of the rotational part is different with the static one. Meanwhile, temperature 
also plays an important role on stress distribution. But in this case, the temperature influence could be 
ignored. Before modal analysis, the stress distribution under certain centrifugal force should be obtained by 
static analysis, which is pre-stress. Then put this pre-stress on modal analysis and get the frequency and 
mode shape. 

2.2 Shroud design  

2.2.1 Two typical shroud shapes  

(1) Z-notch shape  

Z-notch shape shroud (Figure 16) is usually used for long blade. Under operation, elastic twist makes contact 
surface collide. When the blade vibrates, damping is achieved by friction of contact surface. (Hall et al, 1976) 

 

Figure 16 Z-notch shape shroud 
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(2) Parallegram shape  
Contray to Z-notch shape, parallegram shape shroud (Figure 17) is usually used for short blade. 

The amplitude is limited by neighbors so that there is not heavy dynamic stress.  

 
Figure 17 Parallegram shape shroud 

 

2.2.2 Basic configuration of the shroud design 

There are five important parameters (Xufen et al 2010) when it comes to designing the shroud. They are 
listed below and shown in Figure 18 below.  

Ø H: radial depth of the shroud (shroud thickness) 
Ø W: width of the shroud 
Ø β: contact angle, the included angle between the shroud interface and tangential center line.  
Ø G: the contact gap between neighboring shroud  
Ø A: inclination angle to the tangential center line 
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Figure 18 Basic configuration of the shroud design 
 

2.2.3  Proposed shrouded blade test case 

Initially, it will be assumed that there is not gap between the shroud parts and that the whole shroud is acting 
as one piece. That means G=0. A Z-notch shape was assumed for the shroud geometry. It was advice from 
Daiwei Zhou, who works for Advanced Turbine & Blade Technology Institute.  

The specific parameters and geometry are shown in Table 1 and Figure 19-24 below.  It is planned to consider 
the influence of the gap in later studies. The material information of the blade was shown in Table 2 

 
Shroud thickness: H (mm) 30.00 

Pitch (mm) 163.36 

Width: W (mm) 88.60 

Chord: C (mm) 163.8 

Contact angle: β (°) 30.00 

Contact surface length (mm) 62.94 

Gap: G (mm) 0 

Inclination angle: A (°) 0 

Table 1 Parameters of shroud 
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Material Titamiun 

Density (kg/m3) 7750 

Modulus of Elasticity  (GPa) 210 

Poisson's ratio 0.3 

Table 2 Blade material parameter 
 

According to Xu Fen’s experiment, the thickness was chosen as 30.00mm. In her case, she tested how the 
shroud thickness changed the frequency for a 910mm long blade.  She investigated shroud thicknesses of 
25mm, 30mm, and 35mm.  In this case, 30mm was chosen. 

Based on the real case observation, the width of the shrouded blade was always as wide as the blade. Likewise, 
in Xufen’s paper, the width was recommended to use minimum width. In this case, the shroud was just 
cover the shroud tip in terms of width.  

Contact angle β was chosen 30 degree. Alex, an experienced engineer from Alsthon, suggested contact angle 
was about 30-40 degree. And there was clearance along the rest of the surface to make sure contact only 
occurs on the intended contact face. Contact surface got special wear resistance treatment and its angle 
could be optimized experimentally to avoid both resonance and wear.  

The inclination angle A was set as zero as normal design. 

Shrouds only contacted to each other by contact surface. In order to calculate the mode shape, a periodic 
boundary was applied along the contact surfaces of  the shroud. 

 

Figure 19 Shroud top view 
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Figure 20 Shroud front view 

 

 
Figure 21 Shroud left view 
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Figure 22 Shroud blade top view 
 

 

 
Figure 23 Shroud blade front view 
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Figure 24 Shroud blade left view 

 

 
Figure 25 Shroud blade connection-1 
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Figure 26 Shroud blade connection-2 

 

 

Figure 27 Shroud blade connection-3 
 

 
Figure 28 Shroud blade connection-4 

Figure 25-28  showed how the shroud part connected to each other tightly.  
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2.3 Hot-to-cold   

2.3.1 hot geometry and cold geometry 

Turbine blade has hot and cold geometry. The hot geometry is the structure under working condition. That 
means hot geometry is deformed by centrifugal force, thermal strains. It is also called aerodynamic geometry. 

Oppositely, cold geometry is unloaded geometry, which is also manufactory geometry. When the centrifugal 
force comes to zero, and the temperature comes to environmental temperature, the hot geometry converts 
to cold geometry (Lilla et al 2014). The initial blade geometry, from Durham Open 3D Steam turbine test 
case, was hot geometry. Based on the blade, shroud geometry was also designed as hot. Then cold geometry 
was converted from hot geometry. 

2.3.2 Hot-to-cold procedure 

The main hot-to-cold calculation is iteration.  

• Free standing blade 
The main hot-to-cold calculation is iteration.  

Step 1) Apply the centrifugal force and thermal strains to the hot geometry and get the displacements.  

Step 2) Add the negative displacements to the hot geometry to get the estimated cold geometry.  

Step 3) Apply forces to the estimated cold geometry to get the displacements and the estimated hot geometry. 

Step 4) Compare hot geometry with estimated hot geometry. If the error is permitted, the cold geometry is 
done. If not, take the distance between hot geometry and estimated hot geometry as the new displacement, 
and add the new displacement to estimated cold geometry to get a new estimated cold geometry, and repeat 
from Step 3). 

The procedure for free standing blade case can be seen in Figure 29.   
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Figure 29 Hot-to-cold procedure for free standing blade 

 
• Shrouded blade 
Shrouded blade condition is more complex than free standing blade case. Because there are not only bottom 
constraints, centrifugal force, thermal strains, but also clamping forces, which are produced by the extrusion 
of neighbor contact surfaces due to rotation. At static state, shrouded parts are separate. Starting rotating, 
the gap between neighbor shrouds gets smaller. Until the rotational speed coms to a critical speed, the 
neighbor shrouds contact to each other. At critical rotational speed, the clamping force is zero. When the 
rotational speed is larger than the critical one, extrusion happens and clamping force increses from zero. So 
in shrouded blade case, one important thing is to find out the critical rotational speed. The hot-to-cold 
procedure of shrouded blade is shown in Figure 30.  

Step 1) Insert the hot geometry into APDL, calculate and get the displacement (loads are bottom constraints, 
centrifugal force, thermal force, cyclic constraints). 

Step 2) Add negative displacement to hot geometry, then get estimated cold geometry. 

Negative displacements

Estimated hot geometry

Estimated cold geometry

      Cold geometry
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Step 3) Set reasonable clamping force. 

Step 4) Put loads (bottom constraints, centrifugal force, thermal force, and clamping force) on estimate cold 
geometry, and get solution, naming the new geometry as estimated hot geometry. 

Step 5) Calculate the clamping force from the estimated hot geometry to the estimated cold geometry. 

Step 6) Compare hot geometry and estimated hot geometry, setting clamping force and clamping force. If 
both errors are within permission, go to Step 8). If either of them is not, go to step 7). 

Step 7) Add the distance between estimated hot geometry and hot geometry to estimated cold geometry, 
then get the new estimated cold geometry. Repeat from Step 4).  

Step 8) When both requirements are met, name the estimated hot geometry as critical hot geometry. Set 
clamping force as zero to calculate the critical rotational speed. Then the force boundary conditions are 
centrifugal force under critical rotational speed, thermal strains, and bottom constraints. The following steps 
are same with those for free standing blade case.  
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Figure 30 Hot-to-cold procedure of shrouded blade case 

 

Limited by time, in this case the cold geometry was the combination of cold blade geometry from Tianrui 
and hot shroud geometry. Tianrui used the same iteration concept to convert hot geometry to cold one.  

 

2.4 Hot geometry and cold geometry  
 Table 3 showed the graphs of hot geometry and cold geometry. Because here cold geometry was just physical 
combination of hot shroud part and cold blade part, they were almost same. The tiny differences were 
caused by the different tip surface, which connected the shroud part to blade. The shape of shroud top and 
bottom surfaces were decided by cross line.  

 

Hot geometry    

Displacements    

     Negative displacements     

    Estimated cold geometry    

Centrifugal force
Clamping force
Bottom strains
Thermal strains


       Displacements      

           Take error as new displacements

      Estimated hot geometry       

                          Error 
                            of 
estimated hot geometry and hot geometry
clamping force and setting clamping force

Centrifugal force under critical rotational speed 
Bottom strains
Thermal strains


      Critical  hot geometry       

Either is out of permission 

Both are within permission 

        Same procedure 
                 as 
free standing blade case
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 Hot geometry Cold geometry 

Shrouded 
blade top 

view 

  

Shroud top 
view 

 

 

Shroud 
front view 

  

Shroud left 
view 

  
Table 3 Hot geometry and cold geometry 
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3 Calculation of modes and results 
This chapter introduces numerical tools (ANSYS ICEM and ANSYS APDL), how decided the shroud 
parameters, and the method of hot-to-cold. 

3.1 Natural frequency 
Blade is an elastomer. Under external forces, the blade oscillates from the initial position. When the external 
forces removed, the blade would vibrate around the balance position to and fro. The frequency of this 
vibration is natural frequency. The natural frequency of the blade was obtained by APDL as shown in Table 
4.  

 Frequency (Hz) 

Subset Free standing blade Shrouded blade (hot) Shrouded blade (cold) 

1 90.871 74.667 81.785 

2 163.78 131.2 138.75 

3 254.25 346.08 366.27 

4 312.51 372.84 384.09 

5 438.56 461.96 481.25 

Table 4 Natural frequency comparison of free standing blade and shrouded blade 
 

Natural frequency could be calculated by equation (13). 

 

m =

n
o
2V

 
(13) 

 

Where, k: stiffness,  

M: mass.  

According to the equation (13), adding shroud has two adverse impacts on natural frequency. One is that 
the natural frequency decreases due to mass increasing. The other one is that the natural frequency increases 
due to stiffness increasing. But the change of mass is relatively a lot larger than change of bending moment 
on the tip. So the natural frequency is supposed to decrease. The simulation result met well with the theory 
calculation. 

The result shows the cold geometry had a higher frequency than hot geometry, almost 9.5 % (7.12Hz) higher.  

 

3.2 Frequency changes with nodal diameter increasing of first 
family 

Flutter always happens at first family vibration modeshape, occasionally the second family. So it is urgent 
to know how the frequency changes with nodal diameter (ND) increasing of first family. The first family 
includes 1st bending, 1st torsion, and 1st axial.  

Since the cold geometry was not accurate, every plots below were taken from hot geometry. 

As shown in Figure 31 and Figure 32. When the nodal diameter was below 8, 1st bending was dominant 
of the modeshape. And the frequency increased as the nodal diameter increased. When the nodal diameter 
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was larger than 7, 1st torsion dominated the modeshape. Before nodal diameter was 12, the frequency 
increased with nodal diameter increased. After 12, the frequency did not change with nodal diameter 
changing.  

 
Figure 31 Frequency changed with nodal diameter of first bending mode 

 

 
Figure 32 Frequency changed with nodal diameter of first torsion mode 

 

3.3 Mode shape of different nodal diameter  

Panovsky and Kielb (Panovsky 1998) pointed out that the mode shapes were the most important effects on 
blade flutter analysis. To get more information on flutter predictions, mode shapes are supposed to be 
analyzed carefully. Mode shapes are closely related to nodal diameter.  Table 5 showed the relationship of 
mode shapes and nodal diameter.  
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ND 
Mode shape 

Real part Imaginary part 

0 

Single 
blade 

 

/ 

Cyclic 
blades 

 

/ 

1 

Single 
blade 

  

Cyclic 
blades 
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10 

Single 
blade 

  

Cyclic 
blades 

  

30 

Single 
blade 

  

Cyclic 
blades 

  

Table 5 Mode shape under different ND 
 

Looking at single blade mode shape, when the ND increased, the maximum displacement moved down. It 
was clear that the real part had 90° phase difference with the imaginary part as mentioned before. As the 
ND increased, the oscillation was bigger.  
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3.4 Deformed tip profile comparison 
Table 6 showed the tip profile changed under different nodal diameter.  

When ND=0, the green line represented the deformed profile, and the blue line was undeformed one. When 
ND was larger than 1, the blue line represented the undeformed profile. The green profile was real part, and 
red line was imaginary part. The final deformation was the sum of real part and imaginary part. There was 
not big difference of tip deformation between hot geometry and cold geometry. When nodal diameter got 
bigger, the difference of two geometries got bigger.  

  

ND Hot geometry Cold geometry 

0 

 
 

1 

 
 

10 
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30 

  

Table 6 Tip deformed profile comparison of hot and cold geometry 
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4 Discussion  
In this designed test case, all parameters come from literature review and engineers’ general suggestions. No 
strength test was done. It was just like typical shrouded blade. However more structural parts can be changed 
or added. For example, the thickness of shroud, the shroud shape, the width of shroud (there is partial 
shroud case in industry), snubber and so on. 

Likewise, errors happened between designing and drawing. When designing, the data was designed on plane	 
When drawing it in ICEM, it was on surface and hard to follow all designing details of drawings due to 
software limitation.  

Due to time limitation, the hot-to-cold conversion was very coarse. More mathematical conversion is needed. 
And more scientific iteration methods can be applied in this process. Persson and Runsten (Persson, A. et al 
2015) used radial basis function interpolation (RBF interpolation). SculptorTM is a software offering service on 
hot-to-cold. Brandon (Brandon 2015  used Kriging to develop a method to perform the geometry mapping. All 
of them could help get more accurate hot-to-cold transformation.  

Only structural analysis was done in this report. The shrouded blade structure is waiting for unsteady 
calculation and its flutter analysis. More characteristics can be studied.  

The shrouded blade natural frequency was smaller than the free standing one. Change the geometry may 
can increase the natural frequency. Interest is how to change the shroud geometry to adjust the natural 
frequency. 
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5 Conclusion  
Steam turbine plays an important role on electricity production and flutter is a big challenge for it. Shrouded 
blades are widely used in industry, but the geometry always is a secret of the company. There is a demand 
to design a shrouded blade test case for flutter analysis in literature.  

Taking the advice from manufactories and learning from previous review, the Z-notch shroud was designed. 
And a coarse hot-to-cold transition has been done.  

Several structural analyses of this shrouded blade has been done. The natural frequency of the shrouded 
blade was lower than free standing blade. The mode shapes were complex with bending and torsion 
components at different phases. The blade mode shape and frequency varied with nodal diameter.  
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